
Interra is hiring an R&D Specialist based in Leduc, AB. An
R&D Specialist is responsible for implementing research
projects to drive innovation and product development
within Interra. They support R&D in a technical capacity,
completing all the required testing necessary to ensure field
job success and documenting all processes and results
carried out throughout the testing period. Strong analytical
and problem-solving skills, an ability to write detailed and
concise reports, and expertise in downhole completion
tools are essential for success in this role. 

Requirements

WE'RE HIRING! 
R&D Specialist
LEDUC, AB 

Please email cover letter and resume to
careers@interraenergy.com. 

How to apply

interraenergy.com

Assist in test design, setup, procedures, and teardown 
Analyzing data and presenting accurate conclusions
Maintain detailed documentation of test procedures,
equipment used, results, and conclusions
Record and report SRED information for related testing
expenses and hours
Ensure all technical calculations and simulations are
completed when required
Confirm project specifications to ensure the correct test
equipment is being used for the application
Complete non-conformance investigations and reports
when required
Provide on-call technical assistance when required
Maintain and update the testing database
Streamline new technology implementations
Contribute to tool design reviews and improvements to
technologies
Lead deployments and training of new technologies to
field personnel
Such other duties as assigned by Interra from time to
time 

Primary Responsibilities

EDUCATION   
Completion of relevant post-secondary
technical education
Minimum of 5 years of experience in a
technical services role related to
completion tools
Self-motivated with the ability to work
independently or within a small team
Valid driver’s licence as well as a clean
driver's abstract 

LOCATION AND TRAVEL
Leduc, AB
Travel as required 

DISCLAIMER
The list of job elements, responsibilities, skills,
duties, requirements or conditions is not
exhaustive but is merely the most accurate list
of the current job. Interra reserves the right to
revise the job description or require that other
tasks be performed when the circumstances
of the job change (emergencies, change in
personnel, workload or technical
development).

info@interraenergy.com
Suite 1050 520 3rd Avenue SW
Calgary, AB T2P 4G8
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